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1. INTRODUCTION 
A smooth map f : 配→ 配 iscalled an excellent map if for any p E配， thereexist local 
coordinates (x, y) centered at p and local coordinates centered at f(p) such that f is locally 
described in one of the following forms: 
(1) (x,y)曰 (x,y),
(2) (x,y) (ーx,炉），
(3) (x,y) f--> (x, 炉+xy).
A point in case (1) is a regular point. Points in cases (2) and (3) are called a fold and a cusp, 
respectively. Denote by 000 (配，配） the set of al smooth maps配→ 配 equippedwith the 
C00-topology. In [7], Whitney showed that the set of excellent maps is dense in C00(配記）．
It's known that there is a relation between the topology of surfaces and the topology of the 
critical locus of a map, see [5, 1]. Fukuda and Ishikawa also studied the number of cusps of 
stable perturbations of generic map germs [1]. They showed the number of cusps modulo 2 isa 
topological invariant of generic map germs. Moreover, the number of cusps modulo 2 depends 
only on the topology of surfaces. 
Let f(z) be a complex polynomial such that f(O) = 0. Then there exist a positive integer k and 
a complex polynomial g such that J(z) =抄g(z)and g(O) i= 0. We call k the multiplicity off at 
the origin. We consider certain perturbations of complex polynomials and calculate explicitly the 
number of cusps of perturbations by using multiplicities of singularities of complex polynomials. 
We identify C with配.Then f(z) defines a real polynomial map 
f: 配→記 (x,y)f--> (町(x,y),'Jf(x,y)),
where z = x + ✓ 可y.Assume that the origin O of C is a singularity off. We define a linear 
perturbation ft of f as follows: 
ft(z) := f(z) + t(a + ib)る，
where a, b, t E股，i= ✓ 可 andO < ltl≪1. Note that a linear perturbation ft of f is not 
a complex polynomial, but is a 1-variable mixed polynomial in the sense of Oka [4]. We now 
regard a mixed polynomial map ft: C→ C as a real polynomial map (邸，訊）：配→ 記 If
f(z) = zn, Fukuda and Ishikawa showed that the number of cusps of a linear perturbation off 
is congruent to n + 1 modulo 2, see [1, Example 2.3]. If a and b lie outside the union of zero 
sets of analytic functions determined by a, b and f, ft is an excellent map for O < ltl≪1, see 
Lemma 2. The main theorem is the following [2]. 
Theorem 1. Let f(z) be a complex polynomial and k be the multiplicity off the origin. Suppose 
that k 2:2. If a linear perturbation ft off is an excellent map for O < ltl≪1, then the number 
of cusps of ftlu is equal to k + 1,where U is a sufficiently small neighborhood of the origin. 
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2. SINGULARITIES OF POLYNOMIAL MAPS 
Let 9 = (91,92): U→ 配 bea polynomial map, where U is an open set. Set J = 
EJ(g;,J) 
EJ(x,y) for i = 1,2. We define the algebraic set G as follows: 
8(g1,g2) 
EJ(x,y)' G;= 
8(G1, J) 8(G2, J) 
G':= { (x,y) EU I J(x,y) =伍(x,y) = G2(x, y) = 8(x, y) = 8(x, y) = 0 }-
In [3, Proposition 2] and [6, Proposition 2.2], Krzyzanowska and Szafraniec showed the following 
proposition: 
Proposition 1. The algebraic set G'is empty if and only if the set of singularities of 9 consists 
of either fold singularities or cusps. Moreover, the number of cusps of 9 is equal to the number 
of {(x,y) EU I J(x,y) = G1(x,y) = G2(x,y) = O}. 
3. MULTIPLICITY WITH SIGN 
Set z = x + iy. Then a pair of real polynomials (g1, g2) defines a mixed polynomial g(z, z) as 
follows: 
g(z, z) = g1(x, y) + ig2(x, y) 
z+z z-z . z+z z-z 
= 91 (2'2i) + ig2 (2'2i) . 
Suppose that w is a mixed singularity of a mixed polynomial g, i.e., the gradient vectors of g1 




see [4]. Let a E <Cbe an isolated root of g(z, z) = 0. Put 
叫(a):={z E <CI lz -al= c:}, 
where c:is a sufficiently small positive real number. We define the multiplicity with the sign of 
the root a by the mapping degree of the normalized function 
_!_ : s如）→ 31_ 
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We denote the multiplicity with the sign of the root a by ms(9, a). 
We say that a isa positive simple root if a satisfies 
a9 a9 犀a)>面(a)I-
Similarly, a is a negative simple mot if a satisfies 
a9 a9 犀a)<面(o:)I-
In [4, Proposition 15], a is a positive (resp. negative) simple root if and only if m8(g, a) = 1 
(resp. m8(g,a) = -1). 
Consider a family of mixed polynomials 9t(z, z) = 0 for go = g皿 dtE股.Oka showed the 
following proposition, see [4, Proposition 16]. 
Proposition 2. Let { Pi(t), .. , P,ッ(t)}be the roots of 9t(z, z) = 0 which are bifurcating from 
z = a.Then we have 
四=1叫 (gt,Pj(t)) =叫(g,a). 
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4. THE EXISTENCE OF LINEAR PERTURBATIONS WHICH ARE EXCELLENT MAPS 
Let f(z) be a complex polynomial. Assume that f(O) = 0 and the origin of <C is a singularity 
off. Set Ji=況fand h ='sf.We take a,b E良.Then a linear perturbation ft of f isdefined 
by ft(z) = f(z) + t(a + ib)z, where O < ltl≪1. Note that ft is eq叫 to
応） = f(z) + t(a + ib)z 
= fi(z) + t(ax +by)+ i{h(z) + t(bx -ay)}. 
Then ft defines a real polynomial map from配 to配 asfollows: 
ft: 配→記 (x,y) >--+ (f1(x, y) + t(ax + by), h(x, y) + t(bx -ay)). 
叩 8!,We calculate J, G1 and伍 offt. By the Cauchy-Riemann equations - = --and - = -吋2 吋1枷 8y 8y 8x' 
J ismodified as 
叫 +ta 虹1+ tb 
J = det (肱 +tb 屈
釦 8y
f~ 塁'_,攣＋炉）ー,.)
Since 1s a complex valued harmonic function 邸 ＝ 邸，而如 ―戸・ Then we have 
G1 =det (~¥xta ?/titb) 
= 2(冑）2 -(州）゜ 2fi+4墜笙紅
枷 {)y 麟 y ax {)y {)y{)y 
+2十（処町1十処町i)-b(ー 聾町1十聾町l)}
釦麟y ay ayay ax ayay ay麟 y ' 
G2 = det (―¥ + tb'¥f ita) 
= 2(州-(州）紅-4些竺紅釦 {)y {)y{)y ax {)y axay 
+ 2t{ a(―竺陀Ji十処町1)+ b(処 [J2fi十聾町l)}
ax ayay ay axay ax axay ay ayay . 








Set real polynomials外む and<I> as follows: 
¢1 :=(-3(警）2 + (警）2)讐｛（麟）2 -(麟）2} 
+2(-(処 2 処 2 処紅町1枷)+ 3(oy)) ox麟 yoyoy'
伽＝（—（紐）2 +3(讐）2)警｛（麟）2 -(麟）2} 
-2(-3(堕 2 a1i 2 a1i紅町1枷）＋（両））而麟yoyoy'
<I> :=a釘＋加2・
Suppose that G1 and G2 are equal to O at (x, y). By the equation (1) and the definitions of 
¢1, 必and<I>, <I>(x, y) is also equal to 0. To show the existence oflinear perturbations which are 
excellent maps, we consider the intersection of釘―1(0)and吟―1(0).
Lemma 1. Let U be a sufficiently small neighborhood of the origin O of <C. Assume that U 
satisfies { w E U I腐(w)= O} = {O} and { w E U I紺(w)= O} c {O} Then th e intersection 
of叫1(0),ゲ (0)and U is equal to {0}. 
To study singularities of ft, we define the mixed polynomial Gt as follows: 
Gt:= G1 +iG2 
of oJ . of 
= (+t(a+ib) i 
oJ 
oz 
-)-- (--t(a + ib))-oy oz ox・ 
Since羞isequal to½(馳—喝），器 and 給 are equal to 
8J 8J 
=2扮 =2扮
町可町可町 8f- - -=—+ -
枷 8z 8z8z 8z 8z8z 8z 8z8z 8z' 
8J 8J 町可町町町 8f
函=-2's玩＝ー2's8z8z西=i(az釦玩― 8z8z西），
where z = x + iy. Thus Gt is equal to 
町.2四 町可叫―) + 2ti(a + ib) ・ー釦 8z8z 8z8z 8z 
Suppose that z satisfies Gt(z) = 0 and 8J 町正）azaz(z) =/ 0. By the above equation, z satis-
fies J(z) = 0. Since the multiplicity k of f at the origin is greater than 1, Gt(O) = 0 and 
腐(0)詔(0)= 0. Thus we have 
8f 町
{ z EU I Gt(z) = 0, 面(z)=I 0, 8z8z (z) =IO} 
={z Eu¥ {O} I Gt(z) = O} C r1(o). 
Similarly, we define the following mixed polynomial: 
Ht:= det (冒胃） + idet (冒胃）
8G1 . 8G2 8J 8G1 . 8G2 8J 
= (8x臼 8x)面― (8y□8y)冠
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The differentials of Gt satisfy the following equations: 
8Gt 1 8G1 8G2 i 8G2 8G1 饂 18G1 8G2 i 8G2 8G1 釦＝パ 8x+ay)+2(枷― 8y)'8z= 2 (ax― 8y)+2(ax + 8y) 
Then we have 
Since 8J・8J 8y i ax 
H 
8Gt 8Gt 8J . 8Gt 8Gt 8J 
t = (8z + 8z)面―i(ぬ― 8z)面
8Gt 8J .8J 8Gt 8J .8J ＝言（而―富）+azは＋富）．
= 2i8J and 8J・8J・8J = 2i 卵 8y+i ax az' Ht 1s equal to 
Ht= 4 
of 2 02 f 02 f 2 of o汀にー） ozoz { 2(ozoJ ―而釦麟z}
+ 4t(a + ib) of o汀 02f 2 of 沙f西麟z{-(ozoJ +西麟zoz}・ 
Note that J(O) =直(0)12-ぬ t2伺＋炉） # 0 fort # 0 and (a, b) # (0, 0). By the definitions of 
Gt and Ht, we have 
{z EU¥ {O} I Gt(z) = H心） = O} 
o(G1, J) o(G2, J) 
={ z E U IJ(z) = G心）＝伍(z)= (z)= (z)=o}. 叩，y) o(x,y) 
By using Lemma 1, we show the existence of a linear perturbation ft off which is an excellent 
map for generic (a, b). 
Lemma 2. For a generic choice of (a, b), ftlu is an excellent map. 
Let w be a singularity off and Uw be a sufficiently small neighborhood of w. By changing 
coordinates of Uw and f (V初）， wemay assume that w = 0 and f(w) = 0. So we can apply 
Lemma 2 to any singularity off. Thus we can check that ft is an excellent map for O < ltl≪1 
if a and b are generic. 
5. CALCULATION OF THE NUMBER OF CUSPS 
To calculate the number of cusps of ft, we study zero points of Gt and differentials of Gt. 
Lemma 3. The set {z E U I Gt(z) = 0, z # O} is the set of positive simple roots of Gt for 
(a, b) # (0, 0) and O < ltl≪1. 
Assume that ft is an excellent map for O < ltl≪1. We calculate the number of cusps of Ftlu-
By Proposition 1, the number of cusps of ftlu is equal to 
は{zEU I Gt(z) = 0,z # O}. 
Set {z EU I Gt(z) = 0, z # O} = { w1,.. , wv}-We denote the multiplicity of sign by m8(G凸）
for j = 1, .. , v.By Proposition 2 and Lemma 3, we have 
（区j=l叫 (Gt,Wj))+叫(Gt,O)=v+叫 (Gt,O)=叫(Go,0). 
The multiplicity ms(Go,O) is equal to 
deg(-2i(約2~)/ ―2位）2昌 S1(0) → 81) 
= 2(k -1) -(k -2) = k, 
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where S~(0) = { z E U I lzl= c:} and O < c:≪1. By the definition of Gt, for any t -I0, ms(Gt, 0) 
is equal to 
deg(2机(a+ib)ご塁／加(a+叫げ塁 s~,(o)→ 81) 
=k-2-(k-1)=-1, 
where O <釘 ≪c:.Thus the number v of cusps of ftlu is equal to k + l.
We estimate the number of cusps of ft in記
Corollary 1. Let ft be a liner perturbation of a complex polynomial f in Theorem l and n = 
degf. Assume that n 2: 2. Then the number of cusps of ft belongs to [n + 1,3n -3]. In 
particular, the number of cusps of ft is at least three. 
6. EXAMPLES 
In this section, we construct a perturbation of a complex polynomial which has (n+ 1)-cusps 
and also a perturbation which has (3n -3)-cusps. 
Example 1. Let f(z) =研 andft(z) =砂+t(a + ib)z be a perturbation off which is an 
excellent map. Then Gt(z) is equal to 
Gt(z) = -2恥 (n-l)z2n-22n-2 + 2厨 (n-l)(a + ib)zn-22n-l 
= -2足 (n-1) lzl2n-4{ nzn -t(a + ib)ゑ｝．
Set z = re'8 and a+ ib = re", where T > 0. Then we have 
-2厨 (n-l)r2n-4{n戸eni0-trrei(しー 0)}.
Assume that z =JO and Gt(z) = 0. Then z satisfies 
r=(竺戸， O = l + 2j1r
n n+ 1' 
for j = 0,.. , n.Thus the number of cusps of ft is equal to n + 1.
Example 2. Let f(z) =砂十z.Then the number of singularities off is equal ton -1 and the 
multiplicity at each singularity off is equal to 2. Let ft(z) = zn+z+t(a+ib)ゑbea perturbation 
off which is an excellent map. By the same argument as in the proof of Corollary 1, the number 
of cusps of ft is equal to 3n -3. 
7. NON-LINEAR PERTURBATIONS 
7.1. Perturbations of ft• Let ft be a linear perturbation off which is an excellent map. We 
fix a, b and t. Let g(z, z) be a mixed polynomial which satisfies盟(0)=盟(0)= 0. In this 
subsection, we study a perturbation of fが
恥 (z):= f(z) + t(a + ib)ゑ十sg(z,z), 
where O < Isl≪ltl≪1. Since Isl is sufficiently small, we can show the following theorem. 
Theorem 2. The set of singularities of ft,s consists of either fold singularities or cusps and the 
number of cusps of ft,s is constant for O~Isl«ltl«1. 
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7.2. Lower bounds of the numbers of cusps of non-linear perturbations. Let h(z, る）
be a mixed polynomial which satisfies h(O) = 0 and噂(o)Iヂ噌(O)I-We define a perturbation 
ft,h of a complex polynomial f as follows: 
ft,h(z) := f(z) + th(z, る），
where O < ltl≪1. Set h1 =叩h,h2=匈hand
Jt,h = det (~ いt言喜喜）
Then any singularity of ft,h belongs to Jt~l (0). Assume that ft,h satisfies the following conditions: 
(i) ft,h is an excellent map for O < ltl≪1, 
(i) any cusp of ft,h is a simple root of Gt,h, where 
叫=det (紐8-+;,,:~ 戸膏）+ idet (—紛＋詈
言 fJy 誓
. of oh oJt,h oh oJt,h 
= -2i (-+ t-) + 2ti-釦 oz oz 加 oz. 
紐［噂）
Since ft,h is an excellent map, the intersection of Jt~1(0) and (誓）ー 1(0)is empty by Proposi-
tion 1. Let U be a sufficiently small neighborhood of the origin. Then the number of cusps of 
ft,hlu is equal to the number of {z EU I Gt,h(z) = 0, 誓 (z)=I〇}.We define 
← {1 噌(O)I>噌(o)I 
-1 噂(O)I<噌(o)I . 
Theorem 3. Let ft,h a perturbation of a complex polynomial f which satisfies the condition {i) 
and the condition {i). Then the number of cusps of ft,hlu is greater than or equal to k -t5, 
where k is the multiplicity off at the origin. 
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